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Wave Propagation Near Explosive Sources

Lane R. Johnson

Center for Computational Seismology, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,

and Seismographic Station, University of California,

Berkeley, California 94720

1. Introduction

The relationship between the energy of an explosive source and the amplitude of the seismic

waves which are radiated into the far field has been a primary interest of the verification program since

its beginning (Latter et al., 1959). The problem is made difficult by the fact that the seismic energy

represents only a small fraction of the total energy. Most of the energy of the explosion is deposited

within the elastic radius by a series of complicated non-linear processes. Given that the wave propaga-

tion problem beyond the elastic radius is essentially solved, the primary difficulty concerns the treat-

ment of the non-linear region surrounding the source. A number of computer codes have been

developed for modeling this region, but they are fairly complicated, involving hydrodynamic effects.

shock waves, and non-linear equations of state. Because of the basic numerical approach which is fal-

lowed in these codes, they do not readily provide insight into questions about which parameters are

playing critical roles in determining the radiated elastic waves. This has motivated the investigation of

an alternative method of modeling this region immediately surrounding an explosive source.

The basic objective of the research described in this report is to explain the energy that is radi-

ated into the elastic region by an explosive source. Th1e energy which is deposited within tie elastic

radius is not of direct interest in the sense that it does not propagate as far as the elastic region. lHow-

ever, it is necessary to obtain an estimate of the total unount of this energy which is deposited within

the elastic radius, as this must be subtracted from the energy ol the explosion in order to determine the

energy that reaches the elastic region. F"

The basic approach being investigated is to use an equivalent elasLtic treaunent [-or the region

between the original cavity radius and the elastic radius. This concept of an equivadent elastic medium

has been used quite successfully by earthquake engineers to model the non-linear behavior ol soils that

occurs during strong ground inotion. An advantage of" this approach is that it is possible to inake use oI

the analytical solutions which are available for the linear problem. The central idea of the micthod iN to r
j.,~CCIdlLf-!II_



make the material properties a function of the stress in the outward propagating pressure pulse and

obtain the results in the form of a simple numerical propagation of analytical solutions. The present

formulation relates density and bulk elastic properties to the peak pressure in the pressure pulse and

shear and anelastic properties to the maximum shear stress. The material properties are adjusted in an

iterative process so that appropriate values are present in the vicinity of the propagating pressure pulse.

While this approach is only an approximation to calculations with hydrodynamic equation-of-sm:ite

codes, it has the advantage of providing simple analytic results in which the role of various model

parameters is easily investigated. This is important when one wants to conduct a sensitivity anrdysis

over a wide range of explosion sizes and material parameters.

There are a number of lines of evidence which suggest that this type of approach could possibly

provide some useful results. The study of Denny and Johnson (1991) seemed to indicate that relatively

simple scaling relationships could explain a wide variety of explosion data. A single s..aling relation-

ship was found to be reasonably successful in reconciling explosion data that spanned a broad range of

explosion yield and source medium. The data set also spanned different types of explosions, including

nuclear explosions, chemical explosions in the field, and small chemical explosions in the laboratory.

These results could be interpreted to mean that, if the explosion data c:a be explained by simple rela-

tionships, then a correspondingly simple treaunent of the physics of the problem might also be po,.,ibic.

There are a number of examples in continuum mechanics where a general treatment of a problem which

lumps together a number physical mechanisms is possible. Anclastic attenuation of seismic waves is

one such example, as the basic physics of the process is not fully undcrstooxd and it is likely that a

number of different processes are responsible, and yet it is possible to describe all of these effects with

a single parameter, the quality factor Q. Finally, if this problem is viewed in terms of energy, it

becomes a basic transport problem, with the primary task that of determining how much of the energy

is absorbed and how much is transported.

2. Equivalent Elastic Method

The region immediately surrounding an explosive source experiences stresses of sufficint mn;iei-

tude so that, at least temporarily, the material properties are significantly dilfcremit than in the norilial

state of low stress. The basic idea o(f the cquivalent elastic method is to retaimi the t Lsstltllmiptiii oI ai

linear elalstic constilttmivc relationship, but It ailIUs t thC elastic co nst ants accordin,- to tItc level (i the

stress. The process is dillercint Ior the hulk anud sheuar propeftics, It should i c le pinlcl out ht (h1it1C

mnaterial being considered here is actu•ally a Iinli:r visco-cl: Lstic ,u: lirenl:it. as thc ciil.lilt tive eq ll: liiois

are assumed to have bith clastic and v,,iscous terms.



Consider first the bulk properties. Majtenyi and Foster (1992) have suggested anadytical expres-

sions for describing the changes in density and compressionad velocity caused by the passage of a one-

dimensional pressure wave. These have been modified below to make them more appropriate for tie

case of waves in three dimensions. Let pu, be the ultimate or maximum density and P be the pressure,

Then the dependence of density upon pressure is expressed as

p(P) = p. - (p. -p,,) CAP (2.1)

where

A - I N0  (2.2)
ko pu -p,,

and p0 and k, are low pressure values of the density wid bulk modulus, respectively. In terms of the

low pressure values of the P velocity and S velocity

k,, 4k- = -(23)

The compressional velocity as a function of pressure is given by

VP'(P) = 2 + -[P + In( ( ) (2.4)

Next consider the shear properties. In this ctase the shear modulus and the sheau quadity factor are

adjusted according to the shear stress. However, it is convenient to express the relationships in terms of

shear strain rather than shear stress. Let Tmax be the shear strength, the traximwtn shear stress that the

material will sustain, and define the reference strain by

"t" a (25

Ilere g.t. is the low stress shear modulus, which can be obtained from the low stress shear velocity by

S= p. V.,) (2.6)

The apparent strain associated with the shear stress t is defined to be

e - •t,

Then the simple hyperbolic stress-str;in relationship (Hlardin and Dlncvich. 1972b) yiclds the cffcctive

shear modulus

i(e) = f2, 1
1 +3



Similarly, the effective damping ratio is

e/er

d(e) = dni 1+ e/e, (2.8)

where d, is the maximum damping ratio for the material.

A modified hyperbolic relationship can be obtained by defining a hyperbolic strain as

eh = e + a e (2.9)er

where a and b are material dependent constants. Then

1ga(e) + I ,, (2.10)
= 1 + ¢h

and

d(e)eh (2.11)
1 +eh

Note that the constants a and b used in defining e1, may be different for the calculation of g and d.

3. Linear Visco-Elastic Solid

An important aspect of the equivalent elastic treaunent as it is being used in this problem is the

treatment of energy absorption. This is achieved by treating the material as a linear visco-elastic solid.

Because the energy absorption in this problem is quite significant, it is worth reviewing the batsic

definitions of the quantities involved. The starting point is to assume that the Boltzmnan principle of

superposition can be applied and that the material can be described by a linear hereditary constitutive

equation. Then the stress-strain relationship can be written as

T, (0 f CjkI(t-y) de0 (y) (3.1)

where CkI (0) are now the generalized visco-cla.tic mnodulh. In the frequency domain this becomes

, = C ko (0) e.t (nt) (3,2)

where the following Fourier translformn pair hNs been introduced

- F d
- t C, At ) (3.3)

4



In order to simplify the algebra, consider only one of the elastic moduli and then the basic heredi-

tary constitutive equation can be written as

t

TOf) = (Cz-y) de(y) (3.4)

In general C(w) will be a complex quantity so

(o•) = Re(C(w)) + i Im(C(co))

- IC((o)f eic (3.5)

where

tan(0c) = Im{t(0(0)) (3.6)Re e (co))

This study follows a practice common in seismology and introduces the quality factor Q through the

equation (Aki and Richards, 1980).

(() = Re{C(())}(1 + i Q-l) (3.7)

so that the inverse quality factor is defined as

e-1 lm{C(e0) = tan(oc) (3.8)Re C(oe ())

A critical difference between elastic and visco-elastic materials involves the the fact that energy is

not conserved for the latter. For a general deformation, the change in internal strain energy is

pf[() - 00)) f C(Y)d-e(y),dy (3.9)

Consider this result for the case of a simple harmonic stress field

,(t) = Re{-i e"''T,,,,) = Trnax sin (31) (3,10)

where 'Tna, is a scalar constant giving the maximum stress. For the associated strain the correspondence

principle gives

e(t) = Re( - (3.11)

In the course of a single cycle the clstic strain energy will incretase and then decrease. It can hc

sho)wn that thc maximum strain energy is reached when

(t 3 It + Oc, 0.12)2

. •, i 5



and the maximum value is

,2

At the end of a single cycle (t = 22Ito) there will be a net loss of energy given by

A[pel = rn, Im(C(to)) (3.14)

A quantity of interest is the ratio of the energy loss per radian to the maximum energy, which is often

used to define a quality factor directly related to energy.

t r_ max(pEl (3.15)

Using the results derived above, this becomes

Q-1 = Imi'C(w)) (3.16)
3nrRe{C(o))}(I + (-+• c)tan(0c))

If the viscous effects are small compared to the elastic effects, then Q-1 < 1 and

Q-1 = Q-(3.17)

and the difference in the two definitions of Q is noi important. However, when viscous effects are

appreciable the difference between the two definitions must be taken into account, and the exact rela-

tionship is

Q•t= 0- 3.lX)

I + (- - l -( -") -

2

In experimental work it is common to define the dantpfing raitio w;

I - -Pa ( 3.I u))
2nt nax[:(t )] max[e (f)

and this leads to

I
d = -Isin(Oc) (3.201

2

In terms of the seismic definition of Q-, the relationship for the d~unping ratio is

Q-= 2d 3.21)

6
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A convenient method of analyzing the energy relationships of visco-elastic materials is in termns

of hysteresis curves. A cyclic loading of the material results in a stress-strain curve such ais that -;hown

in Figure 1. For a linear visco-elvr;,_ material this curve is an ellipse. The area enclosed by the curve

is a measure of the energy loss per cycle A(pe] and the maximum stress and maximum strain are also

easily measured from the curve, so equation (3.19) can be used to estimate the damping ratio of the

material. Ther. equation (3.21) leads to an estimate of the seismic quality factor.

.' z slope of a straight line through the end points of the hysteresis curve can be used to provide

an estimate of the modulus of the elastic constant IC(e)l. If Sh is the slope of this line, then it can be

shown that

(c)l = (+---"" Shl -221-
2Sh [I+Q-]'/.

Figure 1 illustrates how an estimate of the elaktic modulus can be obtained from a hysteresis

curve. The four quantities max[e 1, max[r], , and A[pE] can be measured directly from the curve.

Then equation 3.22 yields an estimate of the absolute value of the elastic modulus and equations 3.19.

3.21, and 3.8 yield an estimate of its phase. hfence, the complete complex elastic niodulus can be

obtained from the hysteresis curve. This estimate of the elastic modulus will in general be a function

of the level of stress and strain.

Hysteresis curves such as shown in Figure 1 provide a convenient method I-or the experimental

determination of the elastic properties of earth materials. Both stress and strain are measured ats a

cyclic stress is applied and the result is a direct determination of the hysteresis curve. In general the

resulting curve for actual earth materials will not be an ellipse, but the quantities maxe 1. m1,M[I]. 0.

and A[pc] can still be extracted from the curve and converted to anu equivalent linear elastic modulus

(see for example Idriss and Seed (1969) and iHardin and Drnevich (1972a)).

Figure 2 shows hysteresis lxops that were calculated for three dill:rent stress levels in a rmiterial

having the properties of wet tuff. These properties were taken to be p,, 2.58 gntn /C 11 e -= 10'. aud

d,. = 0.30. The equivadent elastic treatment of section 2 was used to adjust the material properties as

the peak stress and strain were chauged. In the case of compressional stress, there is a slight incre;Lsc

in the real part of the modulus as the stress increases and the imaginary part also itcreics In the caws

of shear stress, there is a marked decrease in the real part of the modulus and an increase in the imna-

ginary part as the level of thie stress increases. The numerical values c-rcrre•sonding to ilhcse hvsycticis

curves are listed in Table I. In this table case () is die low stress situation., and cases I thrOU!ih 3 Mic

the situations shown in ligure 2 as the siress level is itncrcscd.



Table 1. Equivalent elastic constats for the hysteresis cures of Figure 2.

Case 0 Case I Case 2 Case 3

Pead pressure (MPA) 0 5 10 30

Peak shear stress (MPA) 0 1 3 10

Density (gmlcc) 2.10 2.10 2.10 2.11

P velocity (kn/sec) 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.86

S velocity (kn/sec) 1.45 0.94 0.69 0.41

Q;- 0.01 0.18 0.23 0.26

Q 0.02 0.48 0.63 0.72
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4. Elastic Wave Propagator Solution

The use of the equivalent elastic method requires that the elattodyfunic equations of unotion be

solved for an explosive source in an inhomogeneous medium. Stwuidard propagator inethods can be

used to solve this problem.

Consider an explosive source centered at the origin and ass.wne complete spherical symmetry so

that all displacements will be in the radial direction and only compressiomdl waves %... ItI h generated.

Adopting a spherical coordinate system and assuming a harmonic time depcndcnce ot Uic lorn e"", die

displacement can be written as

u = u(ro) f (4.1)

where F is the unit vector in the radial direction. In a region where the equations of linear ela.ticity are

obeyed the displacement must satisfy

(-+21a)V2u _ VxVu + pcJ2u = 0 (4.2)

where p is the density and X , g are the Lame elastic constants. In a region where these elastic par:un-

eters are independent of the spatial coordinates, a general solution to the ahb(v CtIuaolislm i.

u(r,a)) = al-hP)(kr)ý + a 2jt 2) (k, r)- (4.3)

Here htO) and h, 2) are spherical Hankel functions of the first and second kitnd, respecivcly, and

k, a (d (4.4)

where

VP (4,5)

It is easily demonstrated that the function hr(') represents inward travcling comtprcssiound waves, while

hI(2) represents outward traveling waves. The terms at1' and a( 2
) aire arbitrary 'onsfla.\ at lbtis point.

The radial traction on any surface of constant radius has the lorm

t, = .V-uý + 24ar u + i'xVxu = t•,(r.m)4 (4.6)ar

Corresponding to the solution for u given atxve, this stress is

'•,(ro) = a('1[(X+2ý,t)kph((,"(k-,r)- 4ýIt •k r)]

r1

+ a~2 ~X+2ij~kp hf'Q (&,, r) - ýý 12 (k, r)(1)
1r



The ta•i, dal stresses are

Tee(r,to) = •(r,w) a(1)[LkphS")(kpr)+ 2+ hft)(Lt.r

+ a (2) h2)(k&pr) + 2-"hfl)(kpr) (4.8)

Now consider the region around the source to be divided into a number of spherical shells, with

the material properties constant within each shell but possibly changing at the boundaries between

shells. Shell n will be bounded by radii r,, and r,,,+ and will have material properties p,. X,, gi,. We

also have k. = 0)/Vp,,. Using the results developed above, the displacement aid radial stress within the

n-th shell can be written in matrix form as

= A. [(2)J (4.9)

where the shell matrix A is defined as

h (.r)(k,,r)
A.(r,) [(, +21t2 )k, h 4) R(k r) [(X- +21t. )k. h, (k,, r) - 4p," I (k- r (4.10)

r r

It is easily shown that the inverse of this matrix exists and is given by

= ik~r2  [(X+2pA,)knh )(kr) 4 h 2 (kr1 -h0 - 2 (k1r (4.11)
S23,+1. i• 4thUk,, r2 (4.11)

2-4+2p .)) h (r) - i (k,,r)j h,',r)
r

The boundary conditions for this problem are that u and (, should bs- everywhCre continuous.

This means that at the radius r. where shells n and n-I are in contact the following cqu:tion must hold.

a]
,.1 = A,_..1(r~,.) f_ = I An(r~,.) L . (4.12)

It follows that

(2)A, = -'( .) ,r..) [a,,,] (4.13)

It is convenient to define an interface matrix ,as

B.()) m A; ,0)A~ ) (4.14)

12



Letting Z. = kTr. and Z.-I4 k.-Ir., the individual elements of B. are

zn e )Zfiz Un.i- (i -z, )(i+4) +z_ I
Bit 2(+7,.+2g.) i*+2"" -(Zn--+2gn- )- I+4i(jt.-Ln-j) (4.15a)

-
4 Cz. 

(iz()(i- :iZ 1 ) 1
Se-~z+.•l)F,-z,-, ' -In Ui -Z. X(i -z_)

B1 2(1,+14 A +2g/. )-----(z2/- ) Z--2 -+4i (p, --g.-i ) 22 (4.15 b)"12 - 20,,*2Ii, ) L z.n-t Z' z.'zf-i. J

ze i(,+Z-,) i+z' (i+z.)(i+z._i)B21- X(+1 .) +2;t)-1. -- ( 1-+2g.--1) .-z-- +4i (p."-ýt-)4• ~ ~ (4.15cý)

B 2: z e(2;,2 1a X, +2" -)" zl") --- I--(X"- +2g, -i) +-- -+4i(gt -I -lz _ . -g,, G ---n )(I)Z.: - |
2(A,) (X + )- i - ) 2(4.15d)

This process of matching boundary conditions at an interface can be repeated at successive boundaries,

and thus the solution can be propagated through an arbitrary number of shells. Assuming the process to

have started in shell 1, the solution in shell n is

a.()) = B, ( w(o) 14.16)

The next step is to assume that shell 0 consists of a gas having pressure P and adiabatic gas con-

stant y. Then, allowing approximately for the change in pressure caused by the expansion of the shell.

the displacement-stress vector at the radius r, will be

u uP(I-3yul) = A I(r 1,C) [a2)] (4.17)

Two independent trial solutions can be obtained for this system. First assume that a 2 0 and then it

is possible to solve for

(1) = -P (4.11a)
(X.+2g1j)k-hj1(rl)kjrj_ - (i,+l4 + 3 )h •1 8(kjr|)

r, 4 1 1

The second solution is obtained by assuming that a [i) = 0 and then

a[ 2 ) I (4.18b)
(XI+2g,)kIhf)2) (kr,,) - -ý 3 *(g I + P)h 12) (k1r1)

r t1 +

The general solution is obtained by intrilucing the par-uncter E, and then the sum o1 E limes the first

trial solution and (O-E) times the second trial solution will salisly the boundary conditions at rl.

13



The parameter E is determined by the radiation condition. Assume that shell N extcads to infinity

so that there are only outward propagating waves in this region, and thus t4'I = 0. This inewts that

Eai)+ (I-E 4ý= 0 (4.19)

where a•G and aN2 are the two solutions that are obtained in shell N when the two different trial solu-

tions from r, are propagated independently to rN. It follows that

E (4.20)

Having determined e, the two trial solutions can be summed with the proper weighting lac.ors it any

radius to yield the total solution.

The case of an explosion in a medium where a hydrostatic pressure is present is obtiicd from

the above solution by letting the pressure on the cavity wall be P - P1 , where P, is the lithosiatic pres-

sure at the shot point. Then all of the pressures and stresses that are calculated will be departures from

the initial hydrostatic case. With this approach the initial stress Tr,, = -P, I is homnogencous so V-t,, = 0)

and there is no change is the basic equations. However, if the initial pressure is tai huiogcalcous, such

as when the depth effect of pressure is included, the solution loses its spherical symnieiry and becomes

more complicated.

The possibility that elastic waves will be attenuated as they propagate is included by introducing

anelasticity into the problem. This is achieved by using the correspondence principle to generalize tie

previous results. This consists of introducing the complex elastic COllS•tUlIs

X + 2ps --+ (X + 21g)(l + iQt•l) (4.2 1;0

and

g± -+ I(l + iQ7') (4.2 1b)

The wave number kp will now be complex also and can be written

kp --) k,(0 - i8) (4.22)

The requirement that the elastodynamic equations be satisfied leads to

k ~ P I I+j+;16(4.21a)
kP = +21g I+Q•-2 2- '•.3t

and

5 1 14,23W'

QP(1 + l+Q1;'l )

14



A similar set of equations can be derived for the wavenumber k,. Note that in generad Q,, and Q, w...

be functions of frequency.

With attenuation present, the velocities will in general be dispersive. Assuming that (. and Q,

are not functions of frequency in the band of interest, causality is maintained by requiring that

VP Vf) = VP~f jl + I I.n( f- (4.24a)

V,(f) = VYV(f.)[l + 1 In[ f-LJ (4.24b)

where f is some reference frequency.

5. Method of Calculation

The basic steps of the computational scheme are outlined in Figure 3. The first step is to initial-

ize the model of the material properties surrounding the explosion. This consists of dividing the region

into an appropriate number of spherical shells and specifying the initial material properties for these

shells. The material properties are assumned to be constant within each shell. The parwrotter., ,associ-

ated with the equivalent elastic treatment, such is; the ultimate density, the reference shear strain, and

the maximum damping must also be specilied at this time. The outside radius of the last shell should

be large enough so that the material properties at this and greater distances can be safely assumed to be

linear visco-elastic.

The second step is to initialize the properties of the explosive source. The size of the explosion

is specified by giving its; chemical energy E,,. The initial radius of the cavity r,, is also specified.

which leads to the initial volume

V. = 4-rr,;3 5.1)

The explosion is assuwned to take place instantaneously so that at t = 0 the iniial pressure wilhin thc

cavity increases by an aunount

E,,(yt-l)
P. - E5.2)

where y is the gas constant for the explosive gasses. This initial prcssurc is the radial stress Mt r 1r,.

which is one of the boundary conditions [Ir the elastic wave solution.
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Initialize Material Properties

Properties: p, V,, V'T, Q,. Q$
Dependence: material type, saturation, confining pressure
(depth)

I Initialize Source Properties

Properties: explosive size, adiabatic constant,
cavity radius, source geometry

Solve for Elastic Wave Solution

Calculate as function of position:
"* peak overpressure
"* maximum shear stressI

SAre stresses com patible with m aterial proi

I, Adjust Material Properties

S NO -. Properties: p, Vp, V", QP. Q,
Dependence: peak overpressure, maximum shear stress,

ultimte density, shear strength, maximum damping
I I

Is cavity radius compatible with material properties?

YES NO Adjust Source Radius
I Static cavity pressure = lithostatic pressure

Solve for Final Solution

Calculate as function of position:
"* velocities
"* displacements

"* stresses

"• energy flux

Figure 3. Flow chart for the calculation of the outward propagating waves from an explosive source

using the equivalent elastic method.
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The third step is to obtain the elastic wave solution for the entire region surrounding the source

using the propagator solutions of section 4. Given this solution, the stresses and strains at all distwices

from the source can be calculated. In generad the stresses associated with this solution will be

sufficiently large so that the initial material properties are not appropriate. Thus the material properties

are adjusted on the basis of the calculated stresses and the equivalent elastic treatment outlined in sec-

tion 2. For the purposes of this adjustment the pressure is

-Tr, + Teei + to

3

and the shear stress is

T TOO (5.4)2

Having adjusted the material properties in all of the shells, the elastic wave solution can be obtained tor

the adjusted model and the entire process repeated. This iterative process of solving for the stresses and

adjusting the material properties is repeated until a solution is obtained in which die stresses are compa-

tible with the material properties at all distances. Generally, only three or four iterations are required.

After convergence of the process of adjusting the material properties. the source radius is also

adjusted to allow for the inelastic growth of the cavity. The cavity radius r,, is increa.ed by succes-

sively eliminating shells until the static pressure is less thmlu some flactor times the lithostatic pressure

P (r,,tr-.-) !5 1 P (5.5)

Here the lithostatic pressure P, is just that due to the overburden and is given by

P1 = P,, g Z' (5.6)

where g is the acceleration of gravity and _, is the source depth. Recall that ite calculated prcsure is

in excess of the lithostatic pressure, so this condition actually corresponds to the static cavity pre•s.,urc

being l+Tq times the lithostatic pressure. For the calculations in tui,/ the factor 1" was ,assumed to hale

a value of 0.5.

After tie adjustment of the cavity radius, a fina iteration is performcd oil the adjus.unetil of te

material properties to insure that the stresses and material properties at all distances from the source airc

compatible. At the completion of this step the final solution is avadlable.
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6. Experimental Check of the Method

This method of calculating fields of an explosive source is illustrated by some iitiad cadcultions

in Figure 4. The upper panel shows the first 10 msec of measured particle velocity within a fiew meters

of a buried chemical explosion, while tie lower panel shows the results of simulating these measure-

ments, with the code that employs equivalent elastic material properties. The data were obtained during

the OSSY2 experiments of 1991.

The OSSY2 (On Site Seismic Yield) experiments were perlonned in 1991 in Yucca Valley at the

Nevada Test Site. They were a cooperative effort between scientist; at Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, the Seismographic Station at UC Berkeley, and Southern

Methodist University. The d1ata shown in Figure 4 were obtained from a chemical explosion that was

detonated at a depth of 534 meters in hole ULE4av. The source size was 100 pounds of C4 explosive.

The source medium was a bedded tulf immediately above the Grouse Canyon mnemher. The source

properties which were used in the calculation are

p0 = 2.10gm/cm3 ,Vt, = 2.85km/sec V.,, = 1.45 kmnsec

As mentioned in section 2, the equivalent elastic pariunelers used in the calculations were

p, = 2.58gm/cm-3 . e, = 10-4, and dmax = 0.30. These estimates of material properties were based o•z

the results of a VSP survey (Leonard et al, 1992) and laboratory measurements tEmerick. 1966)-

Starting with the material properties listed above as initial vadues, the ela.tic wave solutions were

obtained out to a distance of 40 meters from the source point. Using the stresses that resulted Iromn dtis

solution, the material properties were adjusted according to the method described in section 2. Then a

new wave solution was obtained using the modified material properties. This process was repeated until

there wa-s essentiilly no change in material properties between ilerations.

The equivalent elastic modification of the material properties wats most pronounced in a re-ion

that extended out to about 2 meters from the shot point. In this region the density and compressional

velocity were increased by up to 5% while the shear velocity ard shear quadity factor were decreazsed

by over 90%. At larger distances there was little moditication in the density and Coipressional velo-

city, although there were significant but decreasing elffecs up)n ate shear velocity a1id ,hiear qualify

factor out to dislances of about 10 meters.
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1.ý50 0.- 18E +04
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13.0 0. 32E+03

18.7 0. 17E+03
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Figure 4. Recorded and calculated free field measurements of velocities from a chemical explosion.

The explosion consisted of 100 pounds of C4 explosive which was detonated at a depth of 534 meters

in Yucca Valley. The upper panel shows velocities that were recorded by a linear array of instrument,;

directly above the explosion. The number on the left of each trace is the radial distance of the instru-

ment from the center of the explosion in meters and the number on the right is the maximum velocity

in cm/sec. The traces have been multiplied by distance from the explosion tor the purposes of plotting.
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The next step was to calculate a new effective cavity radius for the source. The criterion used

was that the static cavity pressure should equal 1.5 times the lithostatic pressure. This resulted in tile

cavity radius increasing from 9 cm to 20 cm. Another iteration of the equivalent elastic adjustment of

material properties was then performed, with the main result being a further reduction in the shear velo-

city in the immediate vicinity of the new cavity radius. Finally, using the effective material properties

and the effective cavity radius, a final wave solution was obtained to yield the results shown in the

lower panel of Figure 4.

The agreement between the observed and calculated velocities in Figure 4 indicates some promise

for this type of an approach. The recordings at the two closest distances of 1.5 and 7.2 meters are

somewhat suspect, so the comparison here may not be valid. The acceleration at the tirst gage w:,s in

excess of 8000 g and there is a suggestion on the acceleration record that the gage may have broken

klse and gone into ballistic motion. The acceleration at the second gage was greater than 25MX) g uid

the maximum acceleration occurs during the second pulse that is delayed by about 3 m.sec, which is

difficult to explain in terms of an outgoing pressure wave. Note that both of these gages were in the

range of strongly nonlinear material behavior in the sense that the equivalent elastic treatnent resulted

in significant modifications. At the three outer gages the observed records seem more reasonable, indi-

cating an outward propagating wave that chaunges slowly with distance. The simulated records agrec

quite well in amplitude and period in this range. although tie asymmetry in die wavelorms in somewhat

different for the observed and calculated rcsults. One possible explanation for this difference is that ille

dispersion associated with the anelastic properties of the medium has not '.occ properly modeled in the

simulations. Thijs, along with many other aspects of the simulation calculations, nced considcrably

more investigation.

7. Conclusions

The approach described here is not a substitute for complete equation-of-state codes. but it

appears to provide an effective nmethod of investigating some of the basic elcmcnts of wave propagatlion

near an explosive source. The computer codes are quite ct'icictit, so that it is possible to pcrorhrl

extensive sitnulation studies in which the role of various paraunctcrx is itnvcsigeated. Thus the mitethod is,

quite useful in helping to isolate tie model parauncters which are controlling some particular Icature of

the observational da•a.

Considerable more Icsting must be performed in order to cstahlish that this method produces rei-

able quantilative cs,,i mates , tlhe seismic wavct•er ins which arc tramisinitted it the lii c:tr ela, tic re io i.
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So far mosm of the comparisons with observationual daita have involved chemical explosions, hec;ause

such data were conveniently available, but such comparisons must be extended to nuclear explosions. It

would also be helpful to extend the comparisons to o)ther types of source media.

One characteristic of the equivalent elastic method is that it requires a relationship between

material properties and the level of strain. Further development and use of this method will require the

assembly of a data base of enrrirical relationships for equivalent elastic treatments that covers all of the

different types of materials which might serve as source media for explosions. The literature contains

considerable data of this type for various soils, but comparable data pertaining to hard rocks hais not yet

been located. However, a complete search of the literature with respect to this type ot information has

not been completed.

While the feasibility of the method investigated in this study hs not yet been lirnly established.

the exercise has been successful in demonstrating the need for approaches of this type which produce

simple analytic results. One ot the advantages of such an approach is that it allows various features of

the observational data to be explored with respect to their cause and uniqueness. The relative role of

the material inside and outside the elastic radius in determining the frequency content of the radiated

seismic energy is one such area of interest. Another is the relationship between the corner frequeicy vof

the spectrum and the source radius. For instance, the initial cadculations suggest thal the clcctive

source radius may be a rather vaguely delined quantity. It is also possible to explore the role of the

energy density within the cavity, which relates to the differences between chemical and nuclear explo-

sions and methods of decoupling explosions in an enlarged cavity.
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